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Abstract
Introduction and Objective: This preliminary study aims to investigate the impact of introducing a hospitalist
comanagement service on inpatient vascular surgery pain outcomes.
Methods: A total of 2110 consecutive patients were studied: 717 patients who were managed before the
comanagement system was implemented (May 2011 to December 2012) and 1393 who were comanaged (January
2013 to December 2014). The visual analog pain (VAP) scores (ranging from no pain to severe pain) of each patient
were analyzed. In addition, two questions from the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) survey were additionally analyzed.
Results: The comanaged cohort experienced significantly higher rates of patients reporting no pain (Comanaged:
82.97% Not comanaged: 71.97%, p=<0.001) and significantly lower rates of mild pain (Comanaged: 7.39% Not
comanaged: 12.55%, p=<0.001) and moderate pain (Comanaged: 7.68% Not comanaged: 13.11%, p=<0.001). The
rates of severe pain were similar between groups (Comanaged: 1.93% Not comanaged: 2.37%, p=0.51). HCAHPS
results showed increased rates of patients reporting that their pain was always well managed, as well as increased
rates of patients reporting that the hospital staff always tried their best to manage their pain.
Conclusion: The implementation of a vascular co-management service resulted in significantly improved pain
scores and improved HCAHPS scores.
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Introduction
Pain management is one of the most common and serious problems
in patients post-surgery [1,2]. Poor post-operative pain control has
been linked to increased length of stay, incidence of pneumonia and
other complications [3]. In addition, because post-operative pain is
one of the most common concerns in patients [4], it is one of the most
reliable predictors of patient satisfaction [5]. However, even with the
numerous advancements in pain management, not all patients receive
relief from post-operative pain [6].
Systems that facilitate co-management between surgical and
medical physicians have been implemented across the country relatively
recently. Current literature on such systems is limited to cardiothoracic,
general surgical, neurosurgical and orthopedic patient populations,
with varying results [7]. For instance, a randomized trial involving comanaged orthopedic patients showed a decrease in complication rates
[8], while a similar system between neurosurgeons and hospitalists at
a teaching hospital resulted in increased perceived quality of care and
decreased costs (by $1500 per visit) [9]. In another study focusing on
a surgical co-management model implemented in pediatric residency
program, one of the primary outcomes reported was gains in knowledge
and skills by residents in pain management [10].
Because, traditionally, the vascular patient population has
significantly increased medical comorbidities, treatment and care is
often complex. As such, we expect these patients to benefit uniquely
from a vascular co-management program by having both experienced
hospitalists and vascular surgeons working as a team to provide optimal
patient care.

Methods
Patient population and data collection
This study was performed at the Mount Sinai Medical Center and
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the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, an urban tertiary care
hospital and medical school. A retrospective review was performed
on 2110 consecutive patients who were seen at Mount Sinai [11].
All patients met inclusion criteria. Because the vascular surgeonhospitalist co-management program was implemented in January
2013, this resulted in a cohort of 717 patients who were seen without
co-management between May 2011 and December 2012, and a
cohort of 1393 patients who were co-managed between January
2013 and December 2014. The data were collected from the Office
for Excellence in Patient Care Reporting System of the medical
school. Institutional Review Board approval was waived because
patients were not directly studied, and patient informed consent
was not needed because the data collected were retrospective and
deidentified [12].

Statistical analysis
All data was analyzed using Statistical Analysis System (SAS
Institute). Pain scores breakdowns were analyzed using chi-squared
tests. Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) survey results were also analyzed using chisquared tests.
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Results
HCAHPS Survey Results

Pain scores

There were 46 survey responses in the pre-co-management cohort,
and 171 survey responses in the co-managed cohort. The co-managed
cohort had a higher percentage of patients responding with “Always”
to the question “How often did the hospital staff do everything they
could to help you with your pain?” (Co-managed: 59.06% Not comanaged: 52.17%, p=0.40) (Figure 2). A similar trend was observed for
the question “During this hospital stay, how often your pain was well
controlled?” (Co-managed: 73.68% Not co-managed: 69.57%, p=0.58)
(Figure 2).

Discussion
There is a relative paucity of current literature on the effects of
vascular co-management services patient outcomes [12]. Further, there
is much less information available on pain management in this select
patient cohort. Notably, pain control and management was ranked
first (followed by fluid and electrolytes, respiratory care, and nutrition
management) in a survey asking pediatric residents which areas they
felt the co-management of patients helped them learn most [10].
Our pain score data suggests that co-managed patients benefit in
terms of reduced rates of overall pain, seen by significantly increased
rates of “No pain” while significantly decreased rates of “Mild pain”
and “Moderate pain”. One likely cause of these improvements is the
combination of experience and knowledge of hospitalists and vascular
surgeons resulting in better overall treatment. Another point to consider
comanaged and the cohort that was not comanaged. *Signi�icant in chi-squared
analysis to p<0.001.
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is the timing of pain management, as unrelieved pain immediately
following surgery is a risk factor for the development of chronic pain
[13]. We anticipate that with co-management, patients in distress would
have the opportunity to be seen quicker as either the hospitalist or the
surgeon could tend to them. Rates of “Severe pain” decreased as well,
but did not reach significant levels. This relatively low decrease in rates
of “Severe pain” could be explained by the small cohort compared and
may be part of a subset of patients with pain who would not perceive
benefit from any current pain management therapies [6].
Our HCAHPS survey data showed increases in rates of patients
reporting that their pain was always well managed, as well as rates of
patients reporting that their hospital staff always did everything they
did to help with pain management. These increases did not achieve
significance, likely due to the relatively small number of patients
who filled out the survey. Historically, it has been shown that patient
satisfaction correlates more strongly with the perception that caregivers
did everything they could to manage pain than with pain actually being
well managed [14]. Indeed, the rates of patients believing that their pain
was always well managed increased by around 4%, while the rates of
patients believing that their hospital staff did everything to help with
pain management increased almost by 7%.
Finally, survey responses from our residents and doctors have
been overwhelmingly positive [12]. This is in line with the trend with
feedback from nurses and doctors regarding co-management systems
being generally positive at other institutions [15].
A major limitation of this study is the lack of individualized patient
data, which prevented more sophisticated multivariate analysis that
would control for the characteristics of the patient.
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Figure 2: Comparison of HCAHPS questions between the cohort that was
comanaged and the cohort that was not comanaged.

HCAHPS survey results
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There were 717 patients in the pre-co-management cohort. Of these
patients, 516 reported no pain, 90 reported mild pain, 94 reported
moderate pain and 17 reported severe pain while being managed.
In comparison, of the 1393 patients in the co-managed cohort, 1156
reported no pain, 103 reported mild pain, 94 reported moderate pain
and 17 reported severe pain while being managed. The co-managed
cohort had a significantly higher percentage of patients reporting no
pain (Co-managed: 82.97% Not co-managed: 71.97%, p=<0.001).
Significantly lower rates of mild pain (Co-managed: 7.39% Not comanaged: 12.55%, p=<0.001) and moderate pain (Co-managed: 7.68%
Not co-managed: 13.11%, p=<0.001) were also observed. The rates of
severe pain were similar. (Co-managed: 1.93% Not co-managed: 2.37%,
p=0.51) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Comparison of pain score distribution between the cohort that was
comanaged and the cohort that was not comanaged. *Significant in chi-squared
analysis to p<0.001.
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Conclusion
The implementation of a vascular co-management service has had
a positive impact on pain outcomes. Analysis over a four-year period
has revealed significant improvements in pain scores as well as patient
perceptions of pain management. We would recommend introducing
similar co-management systems at other institutions, and will continue
to track progress at our hospital system.
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